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ABSTRACT 
The shape of the hydro-turbine blade has significant effects 

on turbine efficiency. In this paper, CFD base shape 
optimization was performed to assist in the design of 
Gulfstream Technologies GreenFlow TurbinesTM. A novel 
immersed-boundary method (1) was used to simulate flow over 
a rotating blade. The method was validated previously using 
literature data and was proven to be accurate and efficient for 
simulation of flow over moving objects. Several different blade 
shapes were tested, as well as the pivot locations of the blade. 
The complex flow characteristics were revealed from the 
simulation results. The time-histories of force distributions on 
the surfaces of the blades were recorded and analyzed to 
determine the optimal shape and pivot location which would 
result in generating the most power output. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

The turbine blade in this study is an airfoil shaped blade. 
The motion of the blade is rotating around a pivot point on the 
blade. There are many previous investigations of flow over 
flapping airfoil which mimics the flying motion of bird and 
insects. Experimentally, a thorough review of experimental 
work in flapping biomimetic foils was provided by 
Triantafyllou et al. (2). Jone et al. (3) performed experiments 
for heaving only airfoil, while Koochesfahani (4) did for 
pitching only airfoil. For heaving and pitching combined 

motion, several researchers performed the experiments (5-8). 
Numerically, this problem was not studied significantly until 
recently due to the development of the immersed-boundary 
method (IBM). The numerical studies include Lu et al. (9), 
Dong et al. (10) and Webb et al. (8). However, previous 
numerical studies of flow over a rotating airfoil are scarce, due 
to the difficulties in simulating moving objects. Shen and 
Sorensen (11) performed modeling for a rotating airfoil in 
which the rotating blade was approximated using an order of 
magnitude analysis on spanwise derivatives. In the present 
study, a direct numerical simulation was performed for flow 
over a rotating airfoil using the IBM.  

The IBM for fluid-structure interaction problems typically 
discretize the equations of motion for the fluid on a Cartesian 
grid, because such methods generally do not require that the 
geometry of the structure conform in any way to the Cartesian 
grid. The early development of IBM includes the feedback 
forcing method (12,13) and direct forcing method (14). 
Recently, more complicated immersed-boundary (IB) 
treatments have been developed that include Fadlun et al. (15), 
Ravoux et al. (16), Tseng and Ferziger (17) and Mittal and 
Iaccarino (18). The advantages of the present IBM used in this 
paper (1) include: a smooth representation of IB surface; 
improve accuracy near the boundary without higher-order or 
more complicated schemes; easy implementation; no Reynolds 
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number restriction; no stability problem; and low computational 
cost. 

 
NUMERICAL METHOD 

In the present immersed-boundary method, the 
nondimensional equations for incompressible fluid flow are 
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where f is the body force representing the boundary force. The 
forcing term f, which functions as a velocity corrector for the 
grid points immediately inside the immersed boundary, is 
prescribed at each time step to establish the desired boundary 
moving velocity. For a time-marching scheme, this force can be 
expressed as 
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In the above equation, Dn is the weighting function, N is the 
number of IB points affecting it, and v is the physical boundary 
velocity and u(xs) is the computed boundary velocity. The 
magnitude of this force in Eq. (3) is determined by the bilinear 
weighting function which continuously changes from 1 to 0. 
Therefore, the force itself is continuously distributed in the 
computational domain. Note that if the current grid point 
coincides with an IB point, Dn is 1 and the velocity on the grid 
point can be fully corrected to the physical velocity on the 
surface, v. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The present IBM was validated using the cases of flow 
over a stationary or oscillating cylinder (1, 19), flow over a 
flapping airfoil (20). The method has also been used to 
simulate flow over single and tandem swimming fish, in which 
the fish was represented by an airfoil in wavy motion (21).  

In the present flow over a counter-clockwise rotating 
turbine blade simulation, the NACA0012 airfoil was used as 
the original blade shape. The thickness then was increased by 
1.333 time, and 1.667 times to investigate the blade thickness 
effect. The original pivot was at 1/3 of the chord length from 
the leading edge, and was then changed to 1/2 and 2/3 to study 
the effect from the pivot location. The Reynolds number was 
set as 1000 for all the cases. The dimensionless time for one 
rotation cycle is 18 based on the actual operating condition of 
the hydro turbine. The surface pressure coefficient, Cp, was the 
primary parameter to be investigated. The flow structures 
around and downstream of the rotating blade was also 
revealed.   

 
(a) original blade, 1/3 pivot 

 
(b) original blade, 2/3 pivot 

 
(c) thickest blade, 1/3 pivot 

Figure 1, vorticity contours at the initial position 
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(a) original blade, 1/3 pivot 

 
(b) original blade, 2/3 pivot 

 
(c) thickest blade, 1/3 pivot 

Figure 2, vorticity contours at blade position after 1/4 rotation  

 
(a) original blade, 1/3 pivot 

 
(b) original blade, 2/3 pivot 

 
(c) thickest blade, 1/3 pivot 

Figure 3, vorticity contours at blade position after 1/2 rotation 
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(a) original blade, 1/3 pivot 

 
(b) original blade, 2/3 pivot 

 
(c) thickest blade, 1/3 pivot 

Figure 4, vorticity contours at blade position after 3/4 rotation 

 Figure 1 shows the z-directional (perpendicular to the 
plane) vorticity contours at the initial position, which is 
parallel to the flow, comparing them to different cases. At the 
initial position, the pivot location affects the vortex shedding 
pattern in the wake of the blade, while blade thickness has a 
relatively smaller effect on vortex shedding. The similar 
observations can be found in Figure 3 when the blade rotates 
half of the cycle again parallel to the flow with the trailing 
edge in the front. When the blade rotates at the vertical 
positions, the vortex shedding patterns among the three cases 
are different. It needs to be noted that although the positions in 
Figure 2 and 4 are symmetric, the vortex structures are 
different because of the counter-clockwise rotation of the blade 
while the free stream flow from left to right. In these two 
vertical positions, small and high frequency vortices were 
always generated from the tip on the top, which in Figure 2 is 
the trailing edge while it is the leading edge in Figure 4. The 
reason is these tips moved towards the free stream flow. The 
vortices generated on the other tip are larger and low frequency 
because the motion is the same at the flow direction. In the two 
parallel positions, large and low frequency vortices were 
generated.    
 Figure 5-8 are the comparisons of Cp distributions on the 
surface of the blade, at the same four blade rotation positions 
as in Figure 1-4. For all these figures, 0 to 3.14 radiant on x 
axis represents the same top surface of the blade as on the 
initial position, while 3.14 to 6.28 represents the same bottom 
surface of the blade. 0 represents the leading edge and 3.14 is 
the trailing edge.  
 One of the optimization criteria of the present turbine 
blade is the generation of the largest pushing force (drag force) 
for the turbine at one of the vertical positions (1/4 rotation) and 
the smallest pushing force when it is parallel to the flow and at 
the second vertical position (3/4 rotation). Figure 6 and 8 show 
the pressure coefficient at two vertical positions. In Figure 6, 
the top surface faces the flow while in Figure 8 the bottom 
surface faces the flow. From Figure 6, the original blade pivot 
is at 1/3 of the chord length and the thickest blade at the same 
pivot have the largest Cp on the top surface, but also largest on 
the bottom surface, and the original blade performs better than 
the thickest blade. The other three cases are about the same, 
and demonstrated that the Cp on the top and bottom surfaces 
are both lower than the Cp of original blade pivot at 1/3 chord 
length, and resulted in a similar pushing force. So the thickest 
blade performs the worst in Figure 6. At another vertical 
position, shown in Figure 8, the original blade pivot at 1/2 
chord length shows the worst performance when compared to 
the others. The top surface has a much smaller Cp while the 
bottom surface (facing the flow) has one of the largest Cp. This 
results in a large pushing force which should be avoided.  
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Figure 5, surface Cp comparison at initial position 

Figure 6, surface Cp comparison at position after 1/4 rotation 
 

  
 For the two parallel positions, Figure 5 is the initial 
position and Figure 7 is the position after the blade rotates 1/2 
cycle. In Figure 5, among different thickness, the thinner the 
blade is, the smaller the pushing force (drag) is thus the better 
performance. When changing the pivot location, the shape of 
the curve changes, especially for pivot at 2/3 of the chord 
length which has negative Cp on most of the surface. Therefore, 
2/3 pivot position with the thin blade performed the best in 
Figure 5. In Figure 7, the original thin blade at 1/3 pivot shows 
different distribution than the other cases, but the overall drag 

is small. Among other four cases, the thickest blade has the 
smallest Cp on most of its surface.  

Figure 7, surface Cp comparison at position after 1/2 rotation 

 Figure 8, surface Cp comparison at position after 3/4 rotation 
 
 Figure 5-8 compared surface pressure coefficient among 
all the cases. The overall pressure drag at different blade 
positions dictates the performance of the turbine. The drag at 
the initial position is a negative effect in the actual turbine 
design, thus needs to be minimized. It is very small and 
obviously thinner blades are better choice, shown in Figure 5. 
At position after 1/2 rotation, the pressure drag is a positive 
effect to the turbine performance, because it is the major 
driving force to rotate the turbine. Figure 9 shows the overall 
pressure drag comparison at the moment. It is clear that, the 
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original blade at 1/3 pivot produced greatest drag. This means 
that the thin blade is also good for force generation of the 
turbine. When the blade thickness increases to 1.67 times, the 
turbine force generation significantly decreases. However, it 
needs to be mentioned that, thin blade is relatively hard to be 
installed on the turbine, and might not have enough strength. 
From Figure 9, the 1/3 pivot position is also better than the 
other two positions at this rotation position. 
 

 
Figure 9, drag coefficient comparison at position after 1/2 rotation 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
Direct numerical simulations of flow over a rotating turbine 

blade were performed using the immersed-boundary method. 
The purpose was to investigate the flow and force 
characteristics to assist the turbine optimizations. Cases with 
different design parameters, including the blade thickness and 
pivot locations, were simulated. The complex vortex structures 
downstream of the blade were revealed. Small and high 
frequency vortices are generated from the tip moving towards 
the flow, while larger and low frequency vortices are generated 
at tips moving in other directions. The surface pressure 
coefficient at different rotating positions were plotted and 
analyzed. The overall drag coefficient was studied at the critical 
position for force generation. The results could assist with the 
design optimization. Overall, the thickest blade and pivot at 1/2 
chord length should be avoided. The thin blade performs better 
than the thicker blades, and pivot at 2/3 shows the best 
performances at the initial position while pivot at 1/3 shows 
good performance at most of the positions.  
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